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972 279-6155

Pius Times
C O M M E M O R A T I V E

St. Pius X was established in
1954 by Bishop Gorman with
192 families. The parish
originally met for Mass in the
uncompleted Casa View
Drugstore and then later in the
Casa View School auditorium.

Visit us at
spxdallas.org

•

Not registered at
the church?
Register on-line!

•
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Celebrating 40 Years!

SPECIAL
POINTS OF
INTEREST:
•

E D I T I O N

Try our wonderful
ethnic food
offerings after the
11:30, 1, 2:30 and 4
Sunday Masses
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members of the building
committee and submitted to the
diocese. Mr. Tony Roffino was
instrumental in helping the
diocese understand our unusual
church design, and in December
of 1966 this design was
approved. Standing over 11
stories tall at the highest point,
the building would have 13,000
square feet of space and a
seating capacity of 850. The
side altar provides a more
intimate chapel area for small
daily Masses.

To make the plans a reality,
Miller and Norton, Inc. was
selected as the building
On May 29, 1955 the first Mass contractor. The ground breaking
ceremony took place on March
was held in what is now the
Parish Hall. Having a capacity 7, 1967. Bishop Gorman was on
of 475, this church building was hand with the priests, nuns,
too small in less than 10 years. teachers, parishioners and
members of the building
committee to turn over the first
So, on September 16, 1965,
Msgr. Weinzapfel called to order spades of dirt.
the first session of the St. Pius X
Church Building Committee.
Under consideration at that
meeting were: selection of the
architect; parking; fund raising;
rectory; and size/design of the
new building. A.P. (Tony)
Roffino, a home builder by
profession and later to be one of
our most cherished deacons,
was chosen as the chair of the
committee.
The construction took
approximately 18 months and
The group reviewed 12
architects before deciding upon the cornerstone was ready to be
laid in a ceremony on May 26,
George Dahl & Associates in
March of 1966. Mr. Dahl is most 1968. Final preparations and
clean-up allowed us to celebrate
famous for his design of Fair
Park. Mr. Dahl selected as his the first Mass on July 21 at 7
design team Glynne Shifflet, Roy am. The official dedication of
the building by Bishop Gorman
Phlak, John Barthel and Jack
was held on the feast day of St.
Ratcliff.
Pius X which in 1968 was
The design was approved by the September 3rd.

Providing beauty
both on the
inside and on the
outside of the
building is the
stained glass.
These
extraordinary
works of art were
produced by the Baut Studios in
Swoyersville, Pennsylvania.
The glass tells quite a story. We
encourage you to take one of
the church tours that are
periodically offered to hear the
full story of each window. You
may even discover a window
that, while not hidden, is not
commonly seen!
The church has such a vast
beauty that sometimes the
details are not appreciated. All
of the fixtures within the church,
such as the tabernacle,
baptismal font, holy water fonts
and altar, are custom
designed—all with the familiar
arch or church configuration.
The Dahl firm provided concepts
or designs and then Raffo Figli,
a company in Italy near Pisa,
developed the final drawings
and built all of the fixtures and
both altars.
To complete the landscaping,
parishioners Bill and Babe
Barrett
commissioned
Raffo Figli to
produce the Holy
Family statue. The
statue honors Mrs.
Barrett's parents,
Mr. & Mrs. B.G.
Powell. As with
almost everything
about this church,
John Barthel designed the
statue and grotto.
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The Beams
One of the most dramatic
features of the church is the
massive wood beam
structure that supports the
roof and ceiling. Many have
observed that the church
resembles an upside down
boat and have wondered if
this relates to fishermen or
Noah. This symbolism just
happens to be an accidental
side benefit of the design.
However, the real reason for
this shape is just as
interesting.
John Barthel, the primary
designer of the church and
fixtures, was charged with
creating a large, open
church that would somehow
encompass an intimate
chapel. But a separate
chapel building was out of
the question due to
budgetary constraints. As a
result, Mr. Barthel designed
the building so that the roof
above the side altar would
be much lower and more
intimate than the main
sanctuary seating. This
would help to create a
chapel feeling. The general
shape then is the result of

The papal goal of
Pope Pius X was
to “renew all
things in Christ."
His decree on
early and
frequent
reception of Holy
Communion is
depicted
throughout the
church.
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maintaining a completely
open and unobstructed
seating area while creating
a side chapel.
Once the basic shape of the
roof was determined, the
designer focused on the
dimensions of the beams.
Height was pretty easily
determined. Since these
would have to be
manufactured elsewhere
and then shipped in, the
maximum length could not
exceed that which would fit
on a railcar. Viola! As a
result, the main part of the
building stands 90 feet tall.
The beams are massive, 4
feet thick and 11 inches
wide.
The Koppers Company in
Magnolia, AR (Now called
Unit Structures, LLP)
constructed the laminated
beams using yellow pine
boards that are each
approximately 2 inches
thick. Together these
boards create timbers that
form the largest arches ever
made. Certain allowances
had to be made by the

company to handle such a
large order.
First, they had to remove a
wall in their factory just to
construct them. Second,
they built a special sanding
machine that the workers
actually rode on when
sanding the beams.
Obviously structures so
massive require great care
and expertise in handling.
Delivering the beams
required both railcars and
trucks. The train depot at
Santa Anna and Garland
road was the drop off point.
From there, special trucks
with controls at the back
were used to bring them to
the church. That was quite
a procession!
The structural aspect of the
beams is interesting. The
foot of each beam is placed
in a steel shoe that is
anchored to the floor.
Through steel and concrete,
the foot of each beam is
actually tied into the foot of
each beam on the opposite
side of the church.

The altar is a gift from Tony and Mary Roffino.
The relics inserted in both altars of our church
are those of St. Pius X, St. Norbert, St.
Illuminatus and St. Verecundius.

St. Norbert
Born at Kanten on the
left bank of the Rhine,
near Wesel, Germany
in 1080, died in Magdeburg Germany
on June 6, 1134. Numerous miracles
were realized at his tomb and he was
canonized by Gregory XIII in 1582.

St. Illuminatus
Born around 1000, there is
not much information
available. We do know that
he was a Benedictine monk
and abbot of San Mariano
Abbey in Sanservino, Italy.
He is often confused with
Illuminatus, the disciple of
Francis of Assisi.

St. Verecundius
There is no historical
information that we have
been able to acquire on St.
Verecundius.
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Church Appointments
We are truly unique. No other
church in the world has the same
fixtures as we do here at St. Pius.
They are custom made, one of a kind
designs, designs that have a specific
purpose and are intertwined with the
symbolism of our faith.
The repetitious use of arches and
circles is meant to remind us of our
Heavenly Father’s all-embracing love
for the family of mankind. We see this
in the baptismal area. The dove on the
front of the case signifies the presence
of the Holy Spirit.

The Tabernacle has
dual symbolisms.
The shape is that of
our church and the
three entwining
circles signify the
Holy Trinity. The
Golden Byzantine
mosaic tile enhances
this area as well as
the area surrounding the Baptismal.
We have both free standing and wall
mounted holy water fonts. The free
standing fonts
utilize the
circle and
arch concept.
The wall
mounted fonts
are in the
shape of our
church. All of
these bronze

fixtures were created by
Giovanni Raffo, the
supervising artist with the
shop of Raffo Figli.
Mr. Raffo also built the
altars utilizing designs by
John Barthel. Their shop is
located in
The Greek letters
Pietrasanta,
XPISTOS
Italy. The
(Christos)
are
stone is Botticino
abbreviated
and
marble that is quarried
super-imposed in
very near their shop in
the XP form
Carrara Italy. Both

under the altar.
towns are close
to Pisa on the
Mediterranean
Sea in the
northern
Tuscany region
of the country.

Wood Carvings
We are indebted to John Barthel for
the designs of the wood carved
statues of the Risen Christ and
Blessed Mother. Ludwig Kenniger,
an artist in Muenster, TX, took these
designs and carved the beautiful
figures.
As the Risen Christ was being
raised into place, one of the hoisting
ropes failed. This caused the statue
to fall toward the front door and
crash into the
altar, breaking
off both hands
but leaving
the altar
undamaged.
Henry
Weinzapfel,
Msgr. Tom’s
brother, paid
for both
carvings and was personally
supervising the placement of the
statue when the accident occurred.

The statue of
the Virgin Mary
is another
prominent point
of interest. This
The Risen Christ originally rested on a carving is
especially rich
speaker platform as can be seen in
with symbolism.
the picture below. This unfortunately
With her left
made the cross stand too high, and
thus it extended into the stained glass hand she points
to the baptismal
windows above. In later years the
font and with her right to the
speakers
risen Christ. With this gesture
were
she beckons her people to
removed and
seek redemption and to spend
replaced by
eternity with Jesus Christ, her
what has
only Son, through the power of
been called
baptism.
‘Sputnik’, the
round
Not all of the falling statues
speaker that
occurred during construction.
hangs in the
In the 1990’s, the statue of the
middle of the
Virgin Mary broke loose and
church. The outline of where the old
crashed to the floor. Her arm had to
speakers once were can still be seen
be reattached.
on the bricks around the cross.
He narrowly missed being struck when
it came down. The hands were
expertly replaced prior to the
completion of the church.
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The Building Committee

The core Building
Committee consisted
of:
Msgr. Thomas
Weinzapfel,
Anthony P. Roffino,
Joseph J. Collins,
Albert J. Dolan,
Joseph M. Driscoll,
Henry M. Lacour, Jr.,
Steven T. Landregan,
George McIngvale,
John M. Mahaffey,
George W. Mason,
Edmund J. Urbanus

L-R, front row: Joe Collins, George McIngvale, Ed Urbanus, Tony Roffino, Steve Landregan, Al Dolan, Jim Murphy
L-R, back row: Joe DeLira, Tom Hughes, Travis Harmon, Gerald Hebert, Guy Chamberlain, Joe Kotrany, Dean
Stewart, Harry Joe Collins

In order to make any project
a success, many roles had
to be filled by parishioners.
The picture above includes
a number of the members of
the committee responsible
for directing the activity of
the whole project.
Joe Driscoll remembers how
good it was to work with
such a dedicated, cream of
the crop group of individuals
who had the best interests
of the parish at heart. The
biggest challenge was
coming up with a design
while working within the
budget constraints that all
projects have.
One casualty of the budget
was the planned choir loft
that also could be used for
overflow crowds. But in the
end the committee was very

The wall mounted
holy water fonts are
built in the shape of
the church.
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pleased with the design.
Ed Urbanus acted as the
fund drive chairman, a very
critical position for which we
are grateful for his success
in this area. He remarks
that due to the work of our
parishioners and pastors,
our church does not look
like a 40 year old building.

The primary architect of the
project, John Barthel,
remembers the project with
fondness. He and the
surviving members of the
committee are very happy
with the changes made
since the building was
finished. Two changes in
particular were originally
envisioned for the church.
The copper roof and the
marble floors were
casualties of the original
budget.

Being in the construction
business was very helpful to
chairman Tony Roffino.
One roll that Mr. Roffino
took on was to meet
often with Bishop
Gorman to
Joe Driscoll and a group of parishioners
keep him
jumped into action after hearing a rumor
apprised
that Msgr. Tom would be transferred to
of the
Christ the King. They took the
planning
opportunity to corner Bishop Gorman in
and to
the new rectory kitchen prior to the
solicit his
dedication service for the church and
input.
implored him not to do so. He didn’t !

Let’s Start
The foundation of the church
is very important. Before any
timbers can be put in place
the hole must be dug, plumbing and wiring conduits placed
and concrete poured. Here is
our start. This picture shows
the area around the ladies
room.
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Pictures are Worth a Thousand Words

5

If you would like to
add anything to our
history, please visit
the business on-line
portion of our
website and submit
your contribution.

Dedication
The dedication ceremony began at 5:30 on
September 3rd with the school children
singing “The Star Spangled Banner” and
“Faith of Our Fathers”. The ceremony and
Mass included Bishop Gorman, the clergy
of St. Pius and guest clergy, guests of the
parish, the Knights of Columbus and many,
many parishioners.

Altar servers for the dedication included
Greg Driscoll and Patrick Hogan.

Mass was followed by a lavish
covered-dish affair. Fried chicken,
potato salad, baked beans, relish
trays, sheet cake and cupcakes were
provided by parishioners. Coffee,
tea, milk, ice cream and soft drinks
were available for purchase.
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Well, What Do You Know
•

The cornerstone was
laid on May 25th,
1968 at 3 pm during
the annual carnival
celebration. Inside
there are coins,
newspapers, an old
maniple, parish
documents and
directories for
several years. The
church and rectory
were open for all to
see.

Harry S. Baut of Baut Studios in
Swoyersville, Pennsylvania
produced watercolor drawings
depicting the stained glass
windows. Once these were
approved, the studio created
and installed the glass.

This
window by
the side
altar
depicts the
Eucharist
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•

The design of the
church is commonly
referred to as
Contemporary Mission.
This harkens back to
the early Spanish
Mission churches in
Texas.
The cost of the church
and fixtures was
$800,000.

•

The pews are American
Black Walnut, made in
Jacksonville, TX by S-K
Fixture & Church
Furniture.

•

The stations of the
cross came from the
original church but were
antiqued so that they
would fit the new décor.

•

The church motto, Love
One Another, appears
above the front doors.
This actual sign was
used above the altar in
the previous church.

•

The placement of the
sacristy at the rear of
the church was
specifically done to
symbolize that the
priest comes from the
people and returns from
the altar to the people.

Stained Glass, The Rest of the Story
The stained glass in the
church is bold and beautiful,
and many of the windows
have a particular symbolism
or meaning.
For instance, the three
windows in the picture on
the right hold a prominent
place above the altar.
These three collectively
represent the Holy Trinity.
The top window with the
hands, sun, moon and the
Hebrew for Yahweh depict
the Father. The middle
window with the lamb
depicts the Son. The
bottom window with the
dove symbolizes the Holy
Spirit.
The side altar area
intertwines the Tabernacle,
the red vigil lights and the
circular window shown on
the left. We can see
depictions of wheat, grapes
and a Host over Chalice in
this window.

story. Hosts, crosses, and
fish are among the symbols
interspersed in this
extraordinary art.
Unfortunately a picture
does not do this window
justice, it must be seen.
The windows along the side
of the church harness the
rays of the sun and bring a
special radiance to the
church. They remind us of
the blood of Our Lord and
His sacrifice for our
salvation.
Everyone has their favorite
stained glass. But perhaps the
most glorious window is at the
rear of the church for all to see as
they exit. The life mission of Pope
St. Pius X is represented here.
As Pope he saw fit to prepare
children for Holy Communion at
an early age and to encourage all
to receive Communion daily. The
pelican feeding her young with
drops of her own blood tells this

Location was certainly not
overlooked. The small
circular
window
shown on
the right is
near the
Baptistery
and gives
us the
symbols for baptism - a
shell, a cross and a fish.
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A Stroll Down Memory Lane
A parish history is a collection of
artifacts, pictures and memories.
We are fortunate to be able to
share some of those memories
with you.

Sometimes the memories are not
of events, the building process or
the church. Often they are of
individuals. Fr. Anthony Monaldi
was an individual. No one who

By far one of the favorite
memories was watching
the beams come down Gus
Thomasson and seeing
them being installed. Many
parishioners remember
parents and children
viewing the construction
together, especially the
placing of the beams.
Mazie Lawrence in
particular has a unique
vantage point from which
her family was able to
literally watch the school
and church rise up from
what was a cotton field.
A close second was the
sentimental attachment of our
parishioners to the Love One
Another banner that hung
prominently above the altar in the
original church. Only a few items
like the stations of the cross and
that banner were transferred from
that building. We are reminded of
our motto as we exit the church
each Sunday.

saw him could forget Fr. Monaldi.
He would walk up and down the
aisles encouraging us all to sing!
He had an infectious joy.
Unfortunately Father was taken
from us too soon, dying in
September of 1968. Many
remember the mournful sound of
the tolling of the bells to
commemorate his passing away.

The practice of parishioners cleaning the
church began with Mrs. Edward
Puskarich and Joe Nevitt organizing the
women and men of the parish to do the
job. The idea was to help us all accept
responsibility for the maintenance of the
church and to be conscious of the its
beauty. This is true even today. If you
would like to help clean the church
during the Monday and Saturday
cleaning sessions, please call the church
office. Experience the joy of working
with your fellow parishioners.

Helen Vieger and Travis
Harmon enjoy the visibility
of the church. In fact you
can see the church from
LBJ freeway as far away
as Jupiter road.
Terri Lorentz sang with the
35 member choir as they
participated in the
dedication. Joining the
choir was an ensemble of
musical instruments to
make this a very special
ceremony. The
excitement of performing
in the new church for such
an occasion was

The neighborhood was packed with
children. Louann Sheffler
remembers the difficulty keeping the
kids out of the construction site.

tremendous, not to mention nerve
racking! Terri was also a teacher
at the school during this period.
She remembers that making
herself heard over the din of
construction and keeping
the kids off of the
machinery was a constant
battle. Some of us who
had Mrs. Lorentz as a
teacher don’t recall ever
having difficulty
paying attention
Eileen Williams helped
in her class.
Betty Jennings, a organize Neighbor Day
treasure of the
held on September 8th.
parish,
remembers
The church was open for
becoming the
school secretary guided tours from 2-5 .
at this time, a
position she held
for 30 years! Martha Jo
Kerr had been the secretary of
both the church and the school.
But her office moved to the new
rectory, and so we then needed
two people to handle the chores.
Betty had been in charge of the
library so she moved down the
hall, and Mary Robertson took
over as the library volunteer. Betty
remembers those
30 years as
being part of a
very big family!
Margaret Cerny
remembers her
circle cleaning
the church for the
first Mass. They
were there as the
organist and
soloist practiced
for the big
occasion. She
and the others
helping that day
were so proud of
their new church.

We just have to
acknowledge the
goats! For a time
Msgr. Weinzapfel
kept these little
critters on the
property.

Thank you all for
sharing these memories.
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But What Have You Done Lately?
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Interested in St. Pius X School. Contact 972.279.2339 to schedule a tour of the facilities and meet the administration.

As with any large project, financing plays a part in the decisions that have to be made. As beautiful as this
church was when completed, there were items that had to be eliminated due to cost considerations. One of
those concerned the roof. The picture at the right shows the original pink roof. But a copper roof was
originally conceived for this building. So in 1997 under the leadership of Fr. Ramon Alvarez, the parish
entered into a contract with Seyforth Roofing Co. to remove the old tar roof and install the copper roof that we
have today. The cost of doing this work was almost $275,000! But the result is extraordinary. And with the
price of copper today the timing of replacing the roof then was certainly very good.
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Marble, Marble Everywhere
The primary
architect of the
church, Mr.
John Barthel,
envisioned a
marble floor.
The cost of
this was
prohibitive. As
a result, vinyl
tile was placed
under the pews
and carpet
covered the
aisles, steps
and altar.

David Hemmi, Eric Rochester, John Farrell,
David Williams and Chuck Cale

We’re on the web
spxdallas.org

Beginning in 1998 and
not finishing until 2005,
the parish embarked on a
project to replace all of
the carpeted surfaces
with travertine stone.
The entire project was
completed in three
phases with all of the
work done with
volunteers from the
parish! This was a real
community effort.
Tom Farrell organized all
three phases of this

project
and four other parishioners,
David Hemmi, David Williams,
Eric Rochester and John
Farrell worked every day on all
three phases. In addition to
these folks, literally hundreds
of people were involved in
some aspect of the tiling.
Check out the history section
of our website. Not only do we
have additional information on
this project but we have many,
many pictures.

Beam Me Up, Scottie
Not all changes to the church are planned
or beneficial. The beautiful beams inside
the church provide all of the support for
the roof. The foot of the beam closest to
the sacristy door is surrounded by brick
and so is not visible. This proved to be a
very nice environment for termites to do
their work. The picture at the far right
shows the beam after the damaged wood
was removed. Scary!
The question becomes how do you repair

one of the legs that is needed to
hold up the church? We consulted
with the original manufacturer of the
beams, a structural engineer and a
company called Delta Technologies.
The beam was temporarily
supported on both sides of the
church and the damaged wood
removed. The voids were then filled
with wood and an epoxy binding
agent. A carbon fiber wrap was then

applied to restore the beam’s structural
integrity.
We also applied the fiber wrap to all
beam footings exposed to the outside.
This will give them protection for 50+
years. Take that, termites!

And Finally
Years ago, handicapped access was not on the minds of most designers. But today we take this very
seriously. In that regard we have improved handicapped access through ramps, additional parking spaces and
an automatic door. The original sign has also been expanded and moved for better visibility.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
After 40 years the bronze/silver fixtures were in need of attention. A restoration project over the last couple of
years has taken these items back to like-new condition. We are very pleased with the results and hope that
you feel at home and enjoy this church for many years to come.
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We thank the following for their help in putting together this newsletter: Margaret Duncan, Ginger Farrell, Msgr. Thomas
Weinzapfel, John Barthel, Joe Driscoll, Mary Roffino, Ed Urbanus, Midge Yoxall, Teri Dres, Eileen Williams, Terri Lorentz, Mazie
Lawrence, Helen Vieger, Travis Harmon, Margaret Cerny, Louann Sheffler, Joyce Hogan, Betty Jennings, and John F. Farrell

